LESSON 35
Conjunctions & Adverbs
and

Peter’s and Helen’s parents live in London

or

“To be or not to be” is the phrase uttered by Prince Hamlet

nor

It was not my fault, nor his

already

I have already cooked dinner

yet

He has not come yet

still

Are you still waiting?

just

He was here just now!

but

They can speak French, but you don’t

but to

She had no choice but to accept her fate

for

Rules for behavior in public places

for from

All we ask for from the Council is equal treatment

after

We met them after studies at school

as

He was so brave as his father

as if

Your sister looks as noble as if she was a princess

as though

I feel as though I already have been here

before

Ask for permission before entering
You need to stay as far away from Damon as possible
It may not be as long as you think
She was intelligent as well as beautiful

as … as

Please, speak as clearly as possible
I will return the book as soon as I can
Greg makes as much money as Mick but not as much as Neil
There weren’t as many people there as I expected
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as … as + possibility

I can come as soon as possible

not as … as

It’s not as heavy as I thought it would be

so

He's so noble, so sensitive, so good

if

They won't believe you if you say so

since

It's been raining since morning

that

He knew that something bad had happened

till

You can stay here till she comes

unless

Nobody pays any attention unless you swear

whether

It doesn't matter to me whether you go or stay

although

Although it was cold, we went to the seaside

though

The film is boring. The book, though, is quite interesting

even though

Even though it was cold, we went to the seaside

because

I cannot run because I am very tired

because of

I saw her crying because of you

how

You don't know how much I love you

once

He spoke at my college once

than

Peter is taller than his brother

until

Please stay seated until we reach the terminal

whenever

Okay, Barry, begin whenever you're ready

while

I advised him to go abroad while he was young

when

I am sure Lisa will help you when she comes

where

They know where you live

who

I know the architect who has built this opera house

what

We were not even explained what to do

both ... and

The monkey is both smart and beautiful
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either ... or

The monkey is either smart or beautiful

neither ... nor

The monkey is neither smart nor beautiful

not only ... but (also)

She not only wrote the text but also published it

rather ... or

She is rather tell lies or does not understand

just as ... so

I think it'll work just as good, so let's to check it

whether ... or

I don’t know whether he will come or not

after all

They are my livelihood, after all

also

She works very hard but she also goes to the gym every week

as a result

As a result of a strong wind, work was stopped

besides

What other types of music do you like besides classical?

consequently

Consequently, neither event was held as planned

for example

For example, I can list you other facts

however

In practice, however, it is impossible

in fact

In fact, it is not possible to prove

in other words

In other words, they are real cowards

meanwhile

John and his band meanwhile controlled the center of the city

moreover

Moreover it is was a very difficult decision

on the one hand

On the one hand it is easy

on the other hand

On the other hand it is hard

in addition

In addition to his salary, he earns a lot from royalties

therefore

They therefore left their country

thus

They thus decided to stay in this city

in case + (if, of)

No commissions at all in case if you will not use the card
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